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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking
number will be provided after the shipment.Paperback. Pub Date: Unknown in Publisher: People's
Posts and Telecommunications Press List Price: 49.80 yuan Author: Publisher: People's Posts and
Telecommunications Press ISBN: 9787115286291 Yema: Revision: Binding: Folio: Published :2012 -7-1
printing time: Words: Goods ID: 22809554 Description Excel efficient office - Data Processing and
Analysis (Revised Edition) according to the main features of the decision-making and management
of modern enterprises from a new perspective. a thorough introduction to the powerful processing
capabilities of Excel 2003 in the enterprise decision-making and management of specific
applications. The book is divided into 15 chapters. data input. data formatting. sorting. filtering.
subtotals PivotTable formulas and functions. charts. Excel and the external database interaction.
the use of data analysis tools. sampling and survey data processing. production and decisionmaking data processing. economic data processing. sales data processing. financial management
decision-making data processing. business decision-making data processing and engineering data
processing. Excel efficient office - Data Processing and Analysis (Revised Edition) fully consider the
actual needs of the decision makers and management personnel. an additional instance REVIEW
most of the chapter. introduced Excel knowledge and...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Ja r od B a r toletti
It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Ha iley Ja st Jr .
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